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INTRODUCTION

The Pluri bus eval uatio n proj ect had two obje ctive
s: firs t,
to demo nstra te the Pluri bus IMP' s relia bilit y mech
anism s; and
seco nd, to quan tify the Plur ibus IMP throu ghpu t
perfo rman ce unde r
a varie ty of traff ic loads and for a numb er of
conf igura tions .
To acco mpli sh these obje ctive s, NSA cont racte d
with Bolt Bera nek
and Newman Inc. (BBN) to inst all both a five- proc
esso r and a
thirt een- proc esso r Pluri bus IMP at Ft. Mead e to
be used as test
vehi cles. The thirt een- proc esso r IMP was lent
to NSA by ARPA:
it had 4K word loca l memo ries and was used for
most of the tests
beca use of its large numb er of proc esso rs.
The five- proc esso r
IMP was a newe r mach ine with 8K word loca l mem
ories purch ased by
NSA and was used eithe r as a driv er for the thirt
een- proc esso r IMP
or as the test vehi cle when we need ed an IMP with
larg er loca l
mem ories . We were also taske d to deve lop test
plan s, to assi st
gove rnme nt perso nnel in carry ing out the tests ,
to train gove rnment perso nnel in Pluri bus IMP softw are, to main
tain the softw are
and hardw are, and to deve lop hardw are and softw
are to supp ort the
test effo rt.
All of the above items have been acco mpli shed ,
and
this docum ent is the fina l repo rt for the proj ect.
"

The repo rt is orga nized in four secti ons and an
appe ndix .
This Intro duct ion attem pts to put the proj ect in
pers pect ive.
The secon d secti on is a summ ary discu ssion of our
resu lts and
conc lusio ns.
Sect ions three and four cont ain more deta iled present ation s of the test resu lts.· Appe ndix A prov
ides table s of
perfo rman ce data .
We cons ider the Pluri bus arch itect ure to be one
of the most
intri guin g appro ache s to mult iproc essin g ever imple
ment ed. Its
pote ntial for high avai labi lity via grac eful degr
adati on and its
#
capa city to proc ess many conc urren t trans actio
n-or iente d data
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streams were indeed areas which needed to be evaluated concretely.

•
•

In the area of availability, we had previously been able to
demonstrate to ourselves that the reliability mechanisms were
sound, but we welcomed the chance to show these capabilities to
NSA personnel firsthand.
With regard to capacity our knowledge was less complete;
although BBN had some indications from theoretical calculations
and from initial tests of prototype machines installed in the
ARPANET that throughput would be high, we did not have the resources
which would have permitted detailed quantifying tests in our plant.
Therefore, we viewed this project as an opportunity to gain some
knowledge of system performance at throughput levels never aChievable within our resources.

We recognized from the outset that

these tests were to be performed with combinations of loads and
f

configurations which were untried and that the results might be
disappointing, satisfactory, or elating.

We welcomed the oppor-

tunity to help NSA gather this data in the hope that we would be
able to understand the factors influencing performance for large
numbers of processors.
The project was organized in three phases:
Phase I

- Test Plan Development

Phase II

- Hardware and Software Development

Phase III - Testing and Evaluation
The activities during each of these phases are summarized below.
In Phase I, we wrote a test plan designed to demonstrate
the Pluribus

~IMP

reliability and performance characteristics

(BBN Report No. 3336).

Several methods were outlined to carry

out test objectives, as follows:
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ReZiabiZity Tests
- Hardware reliability tests involved powering off
and on various combinations of equipments, and
observing that the IMP survived.
- Software reliability was shown by disrupting
various data structures, by destroying code in
the local and common memories, and by showing
the resilience of the IMP's flow-control
mechanisms when coping with messages which
were purposefully destroyed.
- On-line maintainability was demonstrated by
amputating half the devices from the on-line
portion of the IMP and running diagnostics in
the off-line components.

2.

Perfor~ance

Tests

- Calibration tests were specified to determine the
stand-alone throughput capacity of modem and host
interface hardware and of critical program modules.
These data were to be used in understanding elements
of performance from more complex tests involving
several hosts, other IMPs and many processors.
- Heavy loading tests were designed to ascertain
the throughput capacities of many Pluribus IMP
configurations.

These tests depended on using

message generators in the IMP, and the Network
Space Shuttle (NSS) program written by Associated
Computer Consultants for the PDP-II hosts.

3
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During Phase II, we developed hardware and software tools
to assist in the tests.

Specifically, high-speed modem-like

devices were built to permit the two Pluribus IMPs to communicate
over megabit lines.

We also wrote a program which was to be used

as a high-speed host simulator for bench-marking host interfaces.
We devised patches which permitted high-speed internal message
generation and discard, and which simulated various kinds of
software and hardware failures.

During this phase we constructed

I
I
I
I
I
I

the five-processor IMP and configured the thirteen-processor
machine for the tests.

Also, a program was written to clear the

memories of the thirteen-processor machine in order to permit its
return to ARPA.

The phase was concluded by performing dry runs

of the performance tests and by preliminary acceptance of the
five-processor IMP by government representatives.

We prepared

and submitted a report summarizing the results of our efforts
during this phase (BBN Report 3385).
Phase III included shipping the IMPs to Ft. Meade, installing
them, completing on-site acceptance tests, performing the Reliability and Performance tests developed in Phase I, and preparing
this report.
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SUMMARY OF TESTS AND RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following sections and the appendix to this report present
the detailed tests, results, and explanations of the results along
with the actual data gathered during the evaluation. This section
is in a sense an executive overview of the results. In it we
present a summary of the tests and the most important results, we
give our conclusions, and we make some recommendations for further
actions to be taken regarding Pluribus IMP development.

2.1

Summary of Tests and Results

As mentioned in the introduction, two major aspects of
Pluribus performance were evaluated, reliability and capacity.
We discuss each of these areas in turn.

2.1.1

I

Reliability tests and results

A series of tests was dev~loped which would demonstrate a
Pluribus IMP's ability to recover from various hardware and software failures. The hardware tests were non-destructive; that is,
we decided it would be inappropriate to test all the possible
failure combinations of malfunctioning transistors, chips, diodes,
etc., by clipping wires at random on a borrowed machine. Instead,
we caused one or more devices to fail suddenly by powering off
a bus and observing the reaction of the Pluribus IMP's reliability
system when it noticed the missing devices. In fact, the loss of
a bus is a severe transient because it potentially presents the
simultaneous loss of many crucial elements.
We specified the failure of the following items singly,
using the five-processor IMP:

5
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one
one

processor bus,
memory bus, or
I/O bus, or
rack (includes
processor bus,
memory bus and
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or

all the above) and
leaving one processor,
one I/O bus.

In each of these cases, we specified what the reaction of the
IMP would be, based on operator panel lights and NCC logger TTY
messages. When we performed these tests, everything went as
planned; the IMP continued to function using the remaining hardware and recovered normally when the missing pieces were once
again powered on.
Our software tests were devised to test the reliability
mechanisms which are periodically employed to ascertain whether
programs and data structures have retained their integrity since
the ~ast checks. In some of these tests we had to bypass some
reliability mechanisms by means of special patches in order to
test other mechanisms. For example, to simulate common memory
failures that would force invalid instructions to be executed,
we had to cause the DDT program not to update automatically common
memory checksums as it changed memory. Using DDT and the VISTAR
terminal, we made changes in frequently and infrequently executed
code, both in local and common memory. We also stored bad information in an important data structure to verify the Pluribus IMP's
ability to detect and recover from incorrect data structures.
Finally, we tampered with the IMP-IMP flow control and channel
acknowledgment code, causing it to lose messages purposely, and
observed the IMPs signalling each other to request retransmission
of the missing data. As with the hardware tests, all of the software tests were successfully completed according to the test plan.

I
I
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Capacity tests and results

Unlike the reliability tests which proceeded essentially
a'ccording to plan, there was considerable difficulty in the performance of the capacity tests, with early results falling short
of what the Pluribus IMP system was designed to provide. Later
results with a revised program showed considerable improvement.
It is not surprising that the Pluribus IMP proved to be more
shaken down in the reliability area than in the capacity area,
as there has been considerably more emphasis on reliability than
capacity in the early phases of the Pluribus's operation in various
field applications.
S~ftware

l

Version 1027

The capacity tests began with the use of Pluribus IMP program
version 1027, which was running in the ARPANET. Running with an
initial hardware configuration which included 4K word local memories, this version of the system demonstrated the following:
1) provided enough host input data, the Pluribus IMP is able to
keep its inter-IMP line interfaces essentially loaded to capacity;
and 2).version 1027 of the Pluribus IMP software was unable to
support the designed-for level of host throughput.
For line speeds from 50Kbs to 1.4Mbs, looped line tests
showed that if the Pluribus is configured with sufficient processors, it will keep inter-IMP lines essentially fully loaded. As
processors were added to the test configuration, the throughput
over the inter-IMP interfaces steadily increased until it clipped
at the line capacity. Unfortunately, we did not perform a test
using more than one high speed interface which would have demonstrated the Pluribus IMP's capability to handle total inter-IMP
line bandwidths greater than that of any single line. There was

7
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a slight tailing off of throughput as processors were added
beyond the number necessary to keep an interface fully loaded.
This result is now understood and was caused by a small software
mis-design (which has been corrected in version 1062 of Pluribus
IMP software).
Two explanations were developed for the failure of Pluribus
IMP version 1027 to meet the design specification: 1) the host
input routines in version 1027 did not do double buffering,
resulting in the insertion of delay between packets received from
a host; and 2) unlike the modem routines, the host routines in
the IMP were running from common rather than local memory resulting in longer effective memory cycle times and contention at the
common memory ports.
A second set of inter-IMP line capacity tests was run with
Pluribus
IMP version 1027 which verified these conclusions. When
i
the test depended on packet generation and discard by the host
routines in the IMP, capacity suffered from the problems (host
routine problems, not modem routine problems) mentioned in the
previous paragraph.
Software Version 1062

Taking advantage of the discovery through this evaluation of
the Pluribus IMP's problem with handling high host capacity, we
revised the Pluribus IMP software to double buffer input from a
host and to have the capability to run the host code from local
memory. * This new version of the software, known as version 1062,
*Severa1 other changes were made leading to version 1062, some
of which had second order effects on performance.
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was initially tested in the hardware configuration which used 4K
word local memories and thus could not actually take advantage of
the program's capability to run the host routines from local
memory, since there was insufficient space in 4K words of local
memory to run both the modem and host routines.
The 1062 version of the software running with 4K word local
memories showed some improvement indicating that double buffering
Host input did help. The improvement was insufficient, however,
indicating that the major contributor to poor host performance
had to be common memory contention.
Soft~are

Version 1062 (8K

~ord

ZocaZ memories)

Consequently, tests were performed using the five-processor
IMP which was configured with 8K local memories to permit both
modem and host code to run from local memory. The results of
,tests with this software version and this hardware configuration
l
appear excellent as far as they go, i.e., the throughput steadily
increased to over a megabit per second (and with a steep slope)
as the number of processors was increased, but there were insufficient processors available to determine if and where the throughput peaks.

2.2

Conclusions

There are several conclusions which we think can validly be
drawn from the evaluation exercise:
The Pluribus IMP reliability approach works essentially
as designed, although we will continue to improve it
even further over time.

9
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Several important design objectives of the Pluribus
were demonstrated, including:
1.

Its ability to continue performing despite
the loss of any individual resource.

2.

Its ability to apply the power of multiple
processors simultaneously to a given task.

3.

The ability to smoothly reconfigure system
hardware and software to meet new performance objectives.

The Pluribus IMP was able to keep line interfaces
rated at between 50Kbs and 1.4Mbs loaded essentially
to capacity.

While it was not tested, there is

reason to believe that it can support several such
lines, given sufficient processors.
The latest version of the Pluribus IMP software is
able to handle high volumes of host traffic, given
sufficient local memory to contain the host routines
in local memory.
Although early tests showed a drop in throughput when
more than seven processors were in use, later tests
which were run lead us to believe there is nothing
in the present Pluribus hardware or software design
which limits performance to the seven-processor level.
This evaluation was very valuable.

It gave us an

opportunity to study systematically and improve
Host performance.
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As a general comment, while the Pluribus system is an operational and field-tested system of hardware and software, the
performance optimization of multiprocessor software is an area
where a further investment of effort would no doubt lead to
further improvement.

2.3

Recommendations
As we performed the evaluation and have studied and inter-

preted the results, we have developed several recommendations for
additional actions that ought to be taken in connection with
Pluribus IMP software development:
All Pluribus IMPs of which high performance is required
should be configured with 8K local memories.

This is

the key result of the evaluation, a result which we
will bring to the attention of DCA for the ARPANET
Pluribus IMPs.
Initial evaluation results appeared to indicate there
might be an inherent low limitation on the number of
processors that could be effectively used in the
Pluribus IMP application.

As a result of the complete

evaluation we believe such a low limit does not exist
and that NSA should not hesitate to procure systems
expandable to the number of processors that the
application appears to require.
Several relatively minor changes should be made to
the IMP program.

Perhaps these will be made as part

of our on-going ARPANET Pluribus IMP maintenance
program (we will certainly make DCA aware of the
results of the evaluation).
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1) improve the host fairness algorithm so that a
process serving one host cannot temporarily use
all the system bandwidth available for host processing; 2) re-order the priorities of certain routines
to optimize IMP capacity; 3) instrument the program
to measure system performance internally rather than
requiring external means of measurement; and 4) revise
certain routines to better optimize performance.

/

Finally, although this was not particularly shown
during the evaluation process, the Pluribus IMP
developers are concerned that previously delivered
systems were configured with insufficient common
memory. It is certainly true (and demonstrated
during the evaluation where losing a memory bus
took away three-fourths of the IMP buffers) that
if one wants high performance in the face of the
failure of a common memory bus, then more common
memory must be provided.
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